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Chapter 1

Introduction to Driving 
Change through Insight

Any powerful idea is absolutely fascinating and absolutely useless until we 
choose to use it.

—Richard Bach, author

A mildly traumatic experience taught me one of my first lessons 
about data storytelling. Early in my career, after completing 
the first year of my Master of Business Administration (MBA) 

program, I secured an internship at a well-known, multichannel retailer 
based in the Midwest. At the time, the economy was in the middle of a 
tough recession, and many US corporations weren’t interested in 
hiring international students like me who would incur additional fees 
to sponsor. Fortunately, my online marketing experience in Canada 
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appealed to this retailer, and I was offered an intern position in its 
acclaimed ecommerce department.

As one of several MBA interns vying for a job offer at the end of 
the summer, I had an important midpoint presentation coming up with 
the senior vice president (SvP) of ecommerce. It afforded me a crucial 
opportunity to ensure my project was heading in the right direction 
before my final presentation. With a pregnant wife and two young kids 
counting on me to secure a full-time position, I was feeling substantial 
pressure to make a good impression on this influential executive.

the SvP in question wasn’t your typical business leader. He was a 
former military captain and special forces helicopter pilot. If his austere 
demeanor wasn’t intimidating enough, he was also extremely sharp and 
had graduated from a top-tier business school. over the years, many 
MBA interns saw their carefully crafted presentations shot to pieces in 
review sessions with this senior executive; it was not uncommon to see 
shell-shocked faces and tears after his meetings.

not intending to become one of his many casualties, I worked dil-
igently to prepare for my midpoint presentation. I was pleased with the 
progress I had made on my project, and I was confident in my ability 
to present what I had accomplished so far. However, during the course 
of my project, I had stumbled across an interesting data point while 
reviewing customer survey responses. the data indicated a commonly 
held practice related to order shipping wasn’t as important to custom-
ers as the ecommerce team supposed. Even though this insight wasn’t 
central to my project, I decided it was worth sharing because if the data 
turned out to be true, it could have a significant impact on the ecom-
merce team’s approach.

When the day came for me to present, everything went well—
until I got to the slide with the customer survey insight. It generated 
a reaction from the SvP . . . but not the one I expected. He leaned 
forward and blurted out “Bullshit”—not under his breath but force-
fully for everyone in the room to hear. His emphatic response ensured 
no one in the room would challenge his authoritative opinion on the 
matter—including me. It felt like I had just stepped on a landmine—a 
cultural one. A paralyzing feeling of panic swept over me as I realized 
how ill-prepared and exposed I was at that exact moment. luckily, a 
daring mentor jumped in to provide some needed cover fire so I could 
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recover and stumble through my remaining slides. While my ego was 
a little shaken, I survived the meeting and left the boardroom with a 
valuable insight of my own.

As I reflected on the experience, I realized I had made a serious 
miscalculation. In my naive excitement to add value and contribute 
a potentially meaningful insight, I assumed the potential merit of the 
insight would ensure its acceptance and further investigation. Unfor-
tunately, sheer merit alone wouldn’t be enough to safeguard its adop-
tion. like so many other promising findings that have never seen the 
light of day, my insight was dismissed. It died in the boardroom that 
day. While noble and aspirational, the meritocracy I ascribed to was an 
illusion. People and organizations aren’t always open to new findings—
deliberately or unintentionally—that can better their performance  
or position.

Many factors contributed to the demise of my insight: my poor 
delivery, the executive’s closed-mindedness, and cultural inertia. How-
ever, a key contributing factor that sealed the insight’s fate was the level 
of change it would incite. Insight and change go hand-in-hand. When-
ever we uncover an insight, it inescapably leads to changes if the data is 
acted upon.

often, the potential value of a discovery is directly proportional to 
the level of resistance it will face. While we may want to believe insights 
are harmless gifts, they can have subtle-to-significant repercussions that 
may be difficult for people to accept. generally, the bigger an insight 
is, the more disruptive it will be to the status quo. People can struggle 
with giving up what’s routine and familiar. When a new insight isn’t 
well understood and doesn’t sound compelling, it will have no chance 
of overcoming resistance to change. After this experience, I discovered 
if you want to be insightful and introduce change, you can’t just inform 
an audience; you must engage them.

Why Change Is Important

I cannot say whether things will get better if we change; what I can 
say is they must change if they are to get better.

—georg C. lichtenberg, scientist
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the ancient greek philosopher Heraclitus viewed change as being 
central to the universe and is attributed with the saying “change is 
the only constant in life.” We live in a constantly evolving world that 
is more random, noisy, and unpredictable than we want to admit. It’s 
important for individuals and organizations to be adept at adapting to 
shifting environments. As former general Electric CEo Jack Welch 
said, “Change before you have to.” Instead of becoming stagnant or set-
tling for less, we often search for new ways to improve ourselves and 
the world around us.

throughout time, mankind’s innovations have been driven by peo-
ple seeking to make things better—faster, cheaper, safer, more efficient, 
more productive, and so on. groundbreaking innovations such as the 
printing press, telephone, automobile, computer, and internet have 
introduced significant change. these scientific breakthroughs necessi-
tated the tearing down of established beliefs, skill sets, and systems in 
order to replace them. Change becomes an unavoidable byproduct of 
progress. If you want to advance and improve, you must pursue new 
insights and implement new ideas that inevitably introduce change.

not all change has to be massively disruptive. Post-war Japanese 
manufacturers developed the kaizen philosophy (“change for better”), 
where employees were encouraged to continuously introduce small, 
incremental improvements throughout their factories. Eventually, the 
culmination of these small process refinements over the years helped 
Japanese firms such as toyota and Sony gain a major competitive advan-
tage in terms of product quality and manufacturing efficiency. today, 
most innovative startups and even large companies embrace a similar 
lean methodology that involves incremental experimentation and agile 
development.

An essential underpinning of both the kaizen and lean methodol-
ogies is data. Without data, companies using these approaches simply 
wouldn’t know what to improve or whether their incremental changes 
were successful. Data provides the clarity and specificity that’s often 
needed to drive positive change. the importance of having baselines, 
benchmarks, and targets isn’t isolated to just business; it can transcend 
everything from personal development to social causes. the right insight 
can instill both the courage and confidence to forge a new direction—
turning a leap of faith into an informed expedition.
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Everyone Becomes an Analyst

Data helps solve problems.
—Anne Wojcicki, entrepreneur

For the greater part of the past 50 years, data has been primarily 
entrusted to only two privileged groups within most business organi-
zations: an executive who required data to manage the business; or a data 
specialist—a business analyst, statistician, economist, or accountant—
who gathered, analyzed, and reported the numbers for management. 
For everyone else, exposure to data has been fairly limited, indirect,  
or intermittent.

In today’s digital age, data has become more pervasive, exposing 
more people to facts and figures than ever before. the volume of data 
is expected to grow 61% each year, reaching 175 zettabytes by 2025  
(1 zettabyte is a trillion gigabytes) (Patrizio 2018). Much of this explosive 
growth can be attributed to the increasingly connected world in which 
we live and the additional data that is being created by machines—not 
just by humans or business entities.

Data has rapidly become a key strategic asset, shifting from being 
“nice-to-have” to essential at most organizations. For example, for tech 
giants such as Amazon, google, Facebook, and netflix, data has become 
an integral foundation of their business success—both in terms of how it 
powers their operations and the immense strategic value it offers. From 
the data-powered recommendation engines of Amazon and netflix to 
the data-rich ad networks of google and Facebook, these data-savvy 
companies have carved out formidable competitive advantages through 
data and technology. However, acumen with data is no longer just 
the domain of industry leaders—innovative companies of all sizes are 
reaping its benefits. For example, I met a small, oregon-based home 
builder that was able to gain unparalleled data transparency into all of its 
approval and review processes, giving it a distinct advantage over local 
competitors that were saddled with inefficient paper-based processes.

In today’s dynamic, fast-paced business environment, limiting 
information to a narrow set of executives and data specialists no longer 
makes sense. Forward-thinking organizations look to empower more 
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of their workers with data so they can make better-informed decisions 
and respond more quickly to market opportunities and challenges. to 
democratize data and foster data-driven cultures, companies rely on 
various analytics technologies—everything from the ubiquitous spread-
sheet to advanced data discovery tools.

you no longer need to have the words “data” or “analyst” in your 
job title to be immersed in numbers and be expected to use them on a 
regular basis. Data is now everyone’s responsibility. In fact, the Achilles’ 
heel of any analyst is a lack of context—something most business users 
have in spades. A sharp analyst can miss something in the data that is 
easily spotted by the seasoned eyes of a business user, who can draw 
on years of domain expertise. Data doesn’t care who you are or what 
your analytical skill level is—it’s willing to yield up insights to whoever 
is diligent and curious enough to find them. greater data access means 
valuable insights can be discovered by people of all backgrounds—not 
just technical ones.

outside of work, you may not realize how much analysis you’re 
performing in your “free time” as data is increasingly integrated into 
various aspects of our lives. For example, when you plan a vacation 
or evaluate different products online, your decisions are most likely 
informed by a certain type of data—the recommendations and ratings 
of complete strangers. In fact, 89% of consumers indicated that online 
reviews influenced their buying decisions (PowerReviews 2018). If 
you’re an avid sports fan, you’re regularly consuming statistics through-
out the season on your favorite team’s performance (or in some cases, 
the lack thereof). Furthermore, you might be among the almost 60 
million people in the United States and Canada who enjoy competing 
in fantasy sports that are powered entirely by data.

Closer to home, my wife never thought she would touch the world 
of analytics and data—until she started running marathons and compet-
ing in triathlons. now, she is constantly analyzing her fitness level and 
training performance with her trusty garmin gPS watch. through hard 
work, determination, and data, she has been able to accomplish her fit-
ness goals, including completing a full Ironman race and the well-known 
Boston Marathon. Whether we’re pursuing personal fitness or business 
goals, the recent surge in digital data—along with its growing utility and 
importance—is pushing everyone to become more data savvy.
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 Introduction to Driving Change through Insight 7

Data Literacy Is Essential in Today’s Data Economy

the ability to take data—to be able to understand it, to process it, to 
extract value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it—that’s going 
to be a hugely important skill in the next decades.

—Hal varian, Chief Economist at google

Even though data is being thrust on more people, it doesn’t mean 
everyone is prepared to consume and use it effectively. As our depend-
ence on data for guidance and insights increases, the need for greater 
data literacy also grows. If literacy is defined as the ability to read and 
write, data literacy can be defined as the ability to understand and commu-
nicate data. today’s advanced data tools can offer unparalleled insights, 
but they require capable operators who can understand and inter-
pret data. Just as a library comprised of the finest literary works in 
the world will be relatively worthless to someone who can’t read, the 
same applies to a rich repository of data in the hands of someone who 
doesn’t know how to use it.

Fortunately, you don’t need an advanced English degree to be liter-
ate in English. Similarly, to be data literate, you aren’t required to have 
advanced statistical knowledge and programming skills in Python or R. 
However, you will need some basic numeracy skills such as being able to 
understand, process, and interpret a standard data table or chart. Because 
you’re reading this book, I will assume you already possess the requisite 
numeracy skills to discover insights. Either through the good fortune of 
education, work experience, extracurricular activities, or just an innate 
curiosity, you’ve been able to develop this ability. now, you’re looking 
to improve the other half of being data literate—the ability to communicate 
or share data effectively.

As google’s Chief Economist Hal varian has emphasized, the abil-
ity to find a valuable insight and then be able to share it effectively is 
going to be a “hugely important skill in the next decades” (McKinsey & 
Company 2009). In other words, much of the value that’s going to be 
generated from data will depend on these essential skills. the potential 
value hidden within your data will remain dormant if you are unable to 
understand and interpret what the numbers mean. If you are able to find 
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a valuable insight but are unable to communicate it effectively, there’s 
still the possibility it won’t deliver on its potential. As inventor thomas 
A. Edison highlighted, “the value of an idea lies in the using of it.” If 
your amazing finding is confusing or not compelling to others, they 
won’t be motivated to act on it. the more people who are capable of 
driving action from their insights, the more positive change and value 
we’ll see from data. Without action, insights are just empty numbers.

What Is an Insight?

Intuition is the use of patterns they’ve already learned, whereas insight 
is the discovery of new patterns.

—gary Klein, psychologist

throughout this book, I will repeatedly use the term insight, so it’s 
important that we begin by clarifying its meaning. Starting with the 
origin of the word, insight comes from Middle English for “inner sight”  
or “sight with the ‘eyes’ of the mind” (online Etymology Dictionary 
2019). Psychologist gary Klein defined an insight as “an unexpected 
shift in the way we understand things” (gregoire 2013). these “unex-
pected shifts” in our knowledge can occur as we analyze and examine 
data. For example, we may uncover a new relationship, pattern, trend, 
or anomaly in the data that reshapes how we view things. While most 
insights are interesting, not all of them are valuable. this book will be 
centered around meaningful insights that offer some tangible promise 
of value—increased revenue, cost savings, reduced risk, and so on.

Entrepreneur Rama Ramakrishnan shared a simple example of 
an insight that his data science team uncovered at a large business-to- 
consumer (B2C) retailer. When they were analyzing the retailer’s cus-
tomer data by transaction amounts, they anticipated they would find a 
typical bell-curve distribution; however, they found an unanticipated 
second peak in the histogram (see Figure 1.1). the double-peaked his-
togram highlighted an interesting curiosity—an observation—but it 
quickly put his team on the path to discovering an insight.
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 Introduction to Driving Change through Insight 9

When they investigated the second peak (which Ramakrishnan 
referred to as the “hmm”), they discovered it was mainly comprised 
of international resellers—not the retailer’s typical clientele of young 
mothers purchasing items for their children. Because this retailer didn’t 
have a physical or digital presence outside of north America, these 
resellers “would travel to the US from abroad once a year, walk into a 
store, buy lots of items, take them back to their country and sell them in 
their own stores” (Ramakrishnan 2017). this simple shift in the under-
standing of its customer base spurred a slew of additional questions for 
the B2C retailer:

•	 What types of products were these resellers buying?
•	 At which store locations were they shopping?
•	 How could promotional campaigns better target these 

individuals?
•	 How could this transaction data inform global expansion plans?

As this example shows, a single insight can unlock a multitude of 
new opportunities (or challenges), impacting a wide variety of activi-
ties. Ideally, insights don’t just shift our thinking but inspire us to do 
things differently. they convert data into direction that takes us to new, 
unforeseen places. For the B2C retailer, the discovery of the hidden seg-
ment of global resellers caused the retailer to re-examine how it would 
merchandise, promote, and expand internationally going forward. Key 

Figure  1.1 the data science team expected the transactions to be normally 
distributed (left), but to their surprise, there was an unexpected double peak in 
the histogram.
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insights like this one can be true game changers, but only if we know 
how to share them effectively with the people who will decide their fate 
and help make them a reality.

Effective Communication Turns  
Insights into Actions

the goal is to provide inspiring information that moves people  
to action.

—guy Kawasaki, author and venture capitalist

When you’re analyzing data for your specific job or for personal mat-
ters (budgeting or dieting), you are the audience of your analysis. you 
know the data intimately and are most likely in a position to act on 
whatever insights you uncover, as they only affect you. However, in an 
organizational setting, the insights you uncover can often have a much 
broader impact beyond just you individually. they can affect people 
around you in different ways such as what they believe, how they work, 
and what they prioritize. you may also require their involvement and 
support to implement whatever changes each insight evokes. this peo-
ple dynamic is also shaped by your position within the group as being 
perceived as an insider or outsider (see table 1.1).

For example, you may need your manager’s approval to spend 
money, time, and effort fixing a problem you’ve identified. to help 
resolve the issue, you may need support from peers and coworkers 
who may have different agendas and conflicting priorities. Additionally, 
you may have employees whom you need to adopt and implement the 
changes introduced by your insight. If these individuals are expected to 
embrace your insight, they will need to understand it sufficiently and 
be convinced of its importance. Effective communication becomes the 
vehicle for explaining your insight in a way so others understand it and 
are compelled to act on it.

too often, communication is an afterthought rather than a critical step 
in the analytical process. While I have strived to communicate my insights 
effectively as an analyst, I too have underestimated the central role it  
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 Introduction to Driving Change through Insight 11

plays in deriving value from data. through my years of experience in 
analytics, I have observed five key steps to driving value from analytics: 
data, information, insight, decision, and action. like a line of dominos, each 
step plays a role in driving toward value (see Figure 1.2). It starts with 

Table 1.1 your Relationship with the Insight

Personal: When you analyze data for personal 
reasons, you don’t need to worry about communicat-
ing your insight to anyone else. you are both the 
analyst and the audience.

Insider: When you’re sharing an insight with your 
team, you will have the advantage of added context 
and a more intimate knowledge of the audience. 
Because you are also impacted by the insight, you 
have a vested interest in it being understood and 
adopted. Authority, power, and position can also  
shape how influential your insight is to the group.  
For example, an executive will have more pull than 
an intern.

Outsider: When you’re sharing an insight with 
another team, you may be seen as more objective if 
you have nothing to gain from its adoption. In 
addition, the group may appreciate a fresh, external 
perspective. However, being an outsider can also be a 
disadvantage in terms of having less context and 
rapport with the audience.

Figure 1.2 to create value with analytics, like dominos, a sequential series of 
steps must occur (and be repeated over time).

ANALYTICS PATH TO VALUE
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collecting raw data to serve as the foundation for gaining knowledge on 
a subject. the data is organized and summarized in reports, turning raw 
data into information that’s easier for more people to consume. When 
people examine and analyze these reports, they discover meaningful 
insights that inform decisions and drive actions that create value.

While on the surface these steps make sense, the diagram oversim-
plified the jump from finding an insight to influencing a decision. Facts 
alone will not influence decisions. As I learned from my ecommerce 
experience many years ago, other factors such as culture and tradition 
play an influential role in decision making. only through skilled com-
munication will an insight have any chance of persuading someone to 
re-evaluate their opinions and beliefs. Somehow you must figure out 
how your insights can break through cognitive, social, and organiza-
tional barriers to generate better decisions.

Data-driven Change Isn’t Easy

our dilemma is that we hate change and love it at the same time; what 
we really want is for things to remain the same but get better.

—Sydney J. Harris, journalist and author

Change is often hard—both for the ones expected to adopt the change 
and those advocating for it. the natural tendency for most people is 
to resist something new or different because it appears to be risky, 
uncertain, or threatening. Many individuals will be complacent with 
the way things are. Even though the status quo may be found want-
ing, it still represents “the devil they already know.” your findings may 
also encounter resistance if they make someone look bad. nobody likes 
their poor performance, negligence, or bad decisions showcased for 
everyone to see. Even when your audience likes one of your insights, 
they may view acting on it as a lower priority or requiring more work 
than they can manage.

navigating these concerns and issues adds complexity to the job of 
sharing insights. At times, you may even question whether it’s worth 
the trouble to share a particular insight. you might have gone through 
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a similar experience to what I shared at the beginning of this chapter. 
In these situations, you have a choice to make: keep the insight to 
yourself or embrace whatever communication challenges it will entail, 
knowing the insight will be more beneficial if it’s shared. this decision 
will depend on how much you believe in the analysis or research. If 
you have any doubts about the insight’s validity or usefulness, not shar-
ing it may be the right option until you can strengthen your position. 
However, if you’re confident in the quality of the analysis and con-
vinced of its worth, you’ll want to seize the opportunity to share your 
discovery with others. While you may not face the same jeopardy that 
whistleblowers face when reporting wrongdoing, courage and deter-
mination may be required for sharing insights that may be viewed as 
disruptive or unconventional.

Strive to Communicate, Not Just Inform

How well we communicate is determined not by how well we say 
things but how well we are understood.

—Andrew grove, American businessman

If you are determined to have your insights understood and acted 
upon, you must shift your approach from simply informing to commu-
nicating. American journalist Sydney J. Harris said, “the two words 
‘information’ and ‘communication’ are often used interchangeably, but 
they signify quite different things. Information is giving out; commu-
nication is getting through.” Both approaches involve a sender (ana-
lyst) and a receiver (audience). However, there is a key difference 
between informing and communicating. While the goal of informing 
is to ensure the information is received, the purpose of communicating  
is to ensure the audience understands the meaning of the data (see 
Figure 1.3), which may often involve two-way communication 
between the sender and receiver to clarify the message.

When you inform someone, you’re simply disseminating data in a 
passive, clinical manner. you expect the audience to interpret and com-
prehend the data for themselves. no overt message or interpretation 
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of the data is passed along to the receiver—just the facts. on the other 
hand, communicating is about clarifying what the data means. When 
you communicate, you become an active, discernible participant in the 
delivery of the information rather than being a removed, neutral one 
if you are simply informing. When your goal is to “get through” to 
your audience, you must engage them by communicating in a way that 
guides them through the numbers and motivates them to act.

Storytelling is critical to effective communication. As an example, if 
you were to compare informing and telling someone about a recent vaca-
tion you took, you’d see a subtle difference in the two approaches. With 
informing, you’d just stick to the facts such as where you went, with 
whom you went, how long you were gone, and what you did. How-
ever, with telling (or communicating), you’d cover those same details 
but elaborate on why you chose to go on vacation, what you enjoyed 
the most, and how it made you feel. you may even motivate someone 
else to want to take a similar vacation based on your experiences. Where 
informing strives to connect with just the head, communicating seeks to 
touch the mind and heart.

If you’re simply passing along information, and you aren’t striving 
to make a specific point, a neutral, passive approach is fine. However, 
if your goal is to share a particular insight, then just informing your 

Figure  1.3 When you inform someone of something, you are just passing 
along information. However, when you communicate something to someone, you 
ensure they understand it as well.

INFORMING AND COMMUNICATING
ARE DIFFERENT 

INFORM

COMMUNICATE

Sender Receiver
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audience won’t be an effective strategy. the act of informing doesn’t 
focus on preparing your audience to interpret and understand the mean-
ing and significance of your key findings. An insight must be transmit-
ted to the receiver in a manner that will draw their attention, clarify 
what the data means, and persuade them to act. to convey your insights 
in an effective manner that influences decisions and drives action, you 
must embrace the familiar yet powerful approach of storytelling.

Telling the Story of Your Data

numbers have an important story to tell. they rely on you to give 
them a clear and convincing voice.

—Stephen Few, data visualization expert

At the beginning of this chapter, I recounted how I shared what 
I thought was a valuable insight with a senior executive. When I 
attempted to inform him of how customers felt differently about one 
of the ecommerce team’s core policies related to shipping, he abruptly 
rejected the data with a rude shout. In retrospect, I didn’t do justice 
to my insight because I failed to communicate it properly. It deserved 
more focused attention in a separate, more targeted presentation—I 
needed to tell the story of those numbers. Simply presenting some 
information and hoping it would somehow resonate with the audience 
was very naive on my behalf. Sadly, I don’t think I’m the only one who 
has stumbled across an interesting insight and then struggled to convey 
it in a meaningful way to others.

For change expert John Kotter, the first step in any change pro-
cess is to create a sense of urgency that helps people understand why a 
change is necessary (Kotter 2013). When you have an opinion or feel-
ing that something should change, it can be difficult to instill a sense of 
urgency without sufficient supporting information. However, by hav-
ing unearthed or learned about an insight, you should already have all 
the raw materials—data—needed to clarify why a change must be made 
and what the potential repercussions will be if it isn’t made. Storytelling 
can further amplify the power of your numbers, providing an engaging 
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narrative that connects the dots for your audience and compels them 
to act. When you craft your data insight into a data story, you have a 
powerful vehicle for conveying meaning, engaging your audience, and 
driving change (see Figure 1.4).

the goal of this book is to help you marry the science of data with 
the art of storytelling. I will attempt to impart a sound understanding of 
why data storytelling skills are essential to anyone who wishes to share 
insights with other people in a more effective manner. you will learn 
the core characteristics of a data story, and you’ll be introduced to the 
three core pillars of data storytelling: data, narrative, and visuals. to pre-
pare you for your journey toward becoming a more effective data story-
teller and change agent, here’s an overview of the chapters in this book:

Chapter 2: Why Tell Stories with Data? you may not realize the 
influential and integral role stories play in your life. this chapter will 
explore the hidden power of stories and introduce a framework for 
harnessing the power of data storytelling. It will also examine the four 
key communication goals you should strive for when sharing data. this 
chapter will explore different empirical studies that reveal the unique 
advantages that narrative and visuals offer in terms of persuasion and 
memorability.

Chapter 3:  The Psychology of Data Storytelling you may expect 
facts to play a significant role in decision making. However, psychology 
and neuroscience research reveals emotion plays a more powerful role 
than logic and reason in decision making. In this chapter, you’ll learn 

Figure 1.4 When you present your insights as data stories, you’re more likely to 
influence decisions and drive actions that lead to value creation.

ANALYTICS PATH TO VALUE (WITH DATA STORY)
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more about how the human mind processes both statistics and stories. 
It will explore the various ways in which stories maintain an unex-
pected advantage over facts.

Chapter 4: Anatomy of a Data Story Data storytelling has been 
associated with many different things—everything from data visu-
alizations to data presentations to even marketing campaigns. In this 
chapter, you’ll receive a clearer understanding of what a data story is 
and the six essential elements that comprise a data story. It will also 
examine your critical role as the data storyteller and the importance of 
understanding your audience.

Chapter 5: Data: The Foundation of Your Data Story Data 
forms the basic building blocks of your data stories. While this chapter 
doesn’t focus on how to perform analysis, it will define the six attrib-
utes of an actionable insight—a key ingredient of any data story. It will 
examine the exploratory and explanatory steps in the analysis process 
that shape how stories are formed. the chapter will also discuss the 
discipline that’s needed to develop sound insights and not overwhelm 
audiences with too much information.

Chapter 6: Narrative: The Structure of  Your Data Story If data 
experts struggle in one area, it is how to create narratives for their 
insights. this chapter begins by examining the different narrative 
models that are available to us, and then shows you how to craft a data 
storytelling arc that is based on the familiar dramatic arc introduced by 
gustav Freytag. the chapter then explores how to use storyboarding 
to organize your key points into this narrative structure. It also reveals 
how to insert characters and analogies into your data story to bring it 
to life.

Chapter 7: Visuals (Part 1): Setting Up the Scenes of Your  
Data Story this chapter explores the power of data visualization in 
relation to storytelling. It examines different visual perception theo-
ries to better understand how humans interpret graphical information. 
this chapter also focuses on the importance of facilitating comparisons 
for your audience. you’ll learn the first three key principles of visual 
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storytelling and how they help you establish the visual scenes of your 
data story.

Chapter 8: Visuals (Part 2): Polishing the Scenes of Your  
Data Story After setting up the initial scenes of your data story, this 
chapter introduces the next four key principles of visual storytelling 
that help refine and enhance the visual power of your data stories. It 
will review various tactics on how you can remove unnecessary noise, 
draw attention to key data points, make your content more approacha-
ble, and instill trust in your numbers.

Chapter 9: Crafting Your Own Data Story In this final chapter,  
you’ll see how all the data storytelling elements come together in 
real-world examples. It will walk you through the different steps and 
strategies that go into crafting a compelling data story. From these real-
world scenarios, you’ll gain a deeper appreciation of how the concepts 
and principles in this book can be applied to your own insights so you 
can build compelling narratives that are both fact-based and visually 
impactful.

As everyone continues to be inundated with data, you are going to 
encounter more and more insights that will need their unique stories to 
be told. the responsibility for how well they are understood by others 
and whether they are acted upon falls on each of us. Maya Angelou, the 
American poet and civil rights activist, once said, “there is no greater 
agony than bearing an untold story inside you.” Similarly, it can be bur-
densome to carry a critical insight with us and withhold its story from 
others when it deserves to be shared. through reading this book, you 
will be equipped with all the data storytelling skills and knowledge you 
need to see your insights are understood, embraced, and adopted. none 
of your insights need be left behind ever again, and the world will be 
richer for it.
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